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PLUS Model Magazine Reveals Sexy Fashion Finds For Curvy Fashionistas to Dress on Trend
This Summer

The hottest fashion craze this season is floral prints that inspire confidence and femininity by hiding your
figure flaws and enhancing your curves without breaking a sweat!

June 11, 2009 - PRLog -- Mainstream fashion designers have traditionally churned out disappointing
clothing options for plus size women.  Thanks to the editors from PLUS Model Magazine dressing stylish
and chic this summer will be effortless for full-figured fashionistas.  While searching out the top trends for
summer, floral prints, from high-end couture to discount retailers dominated the fashion scene.  In addition
to being feminine, which is also a big trend in fashion right now, floral prints conceal your flaws while
enhancing your curves at the same time.  

In these solemn economic times bold floral, animal, and graphic prints have been that bright spot,
particularly in dresses, from the mass market to higher-end designer boutiques. According to Lori Holliday
Banks, senior fashion analyst at The Tobe Report, “Prints make people feel good and give them a reason to
buy.” She says across the country retailers are in agreement that color and print were the big success stories
for spring, making much more of an impact than any single silhouette.

In addition to floral prints, another dominating trend for summer is the maxi dress. Perhaps the most
popular silhouette in dresses is the maxi dress. They are all the rage with celebrities and real women who
want to dress on trend and stay comfortable at the same time. Plus Size maxi dresses are versatile and can
be worn both casually and dressy.  The fashion experts from PLUS Model Magazine selected 
http://www.Cherished-Woman.com 's best selling plus size maxi dress as one of their summer fashion
must haves.  In addition to being ultra comfortable, this stylish and chic maxi dress can take you from day
to night, giving you more bang for your buck.  

Maxi dresses allow all women, regardless of size, to be stylish and comfortable at the same time. To see the
plus size dress that PLUS Model Magazine recommends visit http://www.Cherished-Woman.com. To read
more about what the fashion experts from PLUS Model suggests for summer visit 
http://www.plusmodelmag.com/General/plus-model-magazine-a...

About Cherished-Woman.com: 
Cherished-Woman.com, an Internet retailer of trendy plus size clothes and sexy plus size lingerie was
founded by Nancy Baum, entrepreneur and former plus size model. The online boutique features high-end,
designer plus size fashion aimed at bringing out the natural sex appeal of the modern woman, no matter
what her dimensions. Cherished-Woman.com's collection of plus size designer clothes includes: Anna
Scholz, C.enne.V, Donna Ricco, Gayla Bentley, Shirley of Hollywood,  Intimate Attitudes, Jessica
Svoboda, Lily, Maggy London, Monif C., Olivia Harper, Suzi Chin for Maggy Boutique, Vikki Vi and
many more exciting designers lined up for 2009.

About PLUS Model Magazine:
PLUS Model Magazine, the premiere virtual magazine celebrating and inspiring the plus size fashion,
beauty and plus size modeling industries, inspires you to thrive in your curves, crave contemporary fashion
and design your life on your own terms, sans apologies. PLUS Model Magazine brings aspiring and
professional plus size models the information and resources you need to know to have a successful plus size
modeling career. We also bring you the best beauty tips as well as plus size fashion designers and plus size
clothing companies working with today's curvy plus models.
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